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More than core banking
ARBES OBS™ goes above and beyond core banking to bring you a comprehensive banking system
designed to transform your bank into a market leader in the digital era.

A comprehensive
system
With its proven flexibility, ARBES OBS™ allows
banks to build new financial products rapidly
and to deliver these products to customers
through integrated digital and assisted channels
in a matter of days. ARBES OBS™ will allow you
to offer the right product, to the right customers,
through the right channel, making you more
customer-relevant.

Create
or transform
a banking business
The

componentized

OBS™

will

rapidly

architecture

of

ARBES

transform/create

your

bank, generating new revenues and building
client loyalty through exceptional customer
experiences.

A match made
in heaven
ARBES OBS™ is designed as a general-purpose
core banking system that covers all the needs of
small and mid-sized banks with a strong focus
on:
→

Retail and Private banks

→

Consumer finance companies

→

Payment service providers and digital
banks (eMoney, Microfinance, PSD2)
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Ready to satisfy your future business
The ARBES OBS™ banking system is optimal for satisfying the individual needs of:
→

Retail banking clients

→

Private banking and affluent clients

→

SMEs (*) and corporate clients

Retail banking
clients
The ARBES OBS™ solution is a perfect match
for banks with an extensive customer experience
business model.
→

SME and Corporate
clients

Complete spectrum of implemented retail

banking products
→

Fully customizable for client acquisition

processes in all direct channels (branches, public
portal, internet banking)
→

Seamless integration of both ends of

The adjusted ARBES OBS™ system offers
full

support

and

of

corporate

all

the

banking

specific

SME(*)

requirements.

transactions, service and distribution channels

→

(ARBES OBS™ backend and ARBES Internet

of accounts and services under one subject

banking™ frontend)

→

Management

of

a

larger

number

Extended implementation of bank products

for SME(*) and corporate use (overdrafts and
operational loans, term deposits, cash pooling, …)

Private banking
and affluent clients

→

Multicurrency account features

→

Full support of treasury and foreign currency

trades

ARBES Technologies offers integrated banking and
investment services as a market-unique package
for affluent clients. The flawless integration of
complementary ARBES products provides peerless
cost-effectiveness and an unprecedented client
experience rating.
→

ARBES OBS™ for unlimited financial services

and product customization
→

ARBES

TOPAS™

for

administration

of investment portfolios and trading on capital
and money markets
→

ARBES

administration

TA™
of

for
mutual

the

comprehensive

funds

and

share

certificate distribution

* SME - Small and Medium Enterprise

( )
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Solution for specialized and digital banking

Consumer finance
(Non-banking credit
companies)
Microfinance
(Microloans)

The flexibility and modularity of the ARBES OBS™
solution enables full versatile business models
of consumer loan companies.

The ARBES OBS™ system can fulfill the role of an
integrated solution for microfinance institutions

→

Client acquisition and approval process

automation ability (from direct and indirect sales

(MFIs). ARBES OBS™ provides a modern, agile

channels)

and highly scalable core banking system in the

→

Basic setup, as well as a seamless support for

feature (due to business risk criteria)

Flexible client scoring processes adjusting

external digital distribution channels (ARBES ACI™

→

integration platform)

monitoring

→

options,

Flexibility - Easy and flexible product

configuration,

individual

rates,

all

standard

Excellent reporting capability and client
(refinancing

risk

or

parameters,

up-sell/cross-sell
failure

warnings,

collection and enforcement…)

payment channels, powerful customer and risk
analytics (ARBES Reporting™)
→

Distribution

capability

-

Efficient

Digital bank
and virtual bank
(eMoney solution)

multichannel distribution of banking services
and products
→

Cost-efficiency - Cloud deployment in SaaS

model, fix low cost of system ownership

The widely-defined flexibility of ARBES OBS™
plays a fundamental role in the market-proven
banking platform for digital and virtual banks.
ARBES Technologies’ digital bank platform
reduces time-to-market for banks and credit
unions which need to accelerate their digital
business.
→

Seamless

end-to-end

processing

of banking transactions/operations
→

Opportunity to create, manage and

optimize the end-to-end customer experience
→

Strong preparation for the PSD2 directive

(2015/2366/EU) – Banking API (TPPs, SCA,
AIS …) ARBES ACI™ ISO 20022
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The successful banking business story

Branch network
Loans
ARBES

OBS™

boasts

ARBES WebOffice™ contains a modern browser-

end-to-end

lending

capability – from loan origination through to
processing and servicing. ARBES OBS™ is
designed to accelerate the loan origination
process by eliminating manual processes.

based branch solution that enables more efficient
branch processing with a highly positive customer
experience.

ARBES

banks to centralize

WebOffice™
customer

enables

information

and create a single customer view to provide
more personalized financial services across all
distribution and service channels.

Current, savings
and deposit features
ARBES

OBS™

provides

a

diverse

set

of current, savings and deposit features
to satisfy the needs of the banks’ broad client

Reporting
and analytics

base. The ARBES OBS™ solution supports Term,
Notice, Call, Current and Savings accounts with
a large number of its variations.

Use ARBES Reporting™ as the best tool for
insight into the profitability of customers,
branches and products.

Fees and pricing
ARBES OBS™ has a sophisticated variety of
fee calculation methods that can be applied on
a matrix of customer, product, currency and

Payments

other variables.

ARBES OBS™ supplies banks with an extensive

General ledger
and accounting
ARBES

OBS™

provides

a

flexible

set of payment types (Standing orders, Direct
debits, Cash pooling services, SEPA and SWIFT)
for domestic and international payments.

and

configurable real-time, multi-currency accounting
and

general

integration

ledger

with

platform.

ARBES

FEIS™

Optional
provides

comprehensive accounting for the entire bank.
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The successful services architecture story

DEPOSITS
Current Accounts
Savings Accounts
Term Deposits

LOANS
Consumer Loans
Corporate Loans
and Overdrafts
Collaterals

CARD ISSUING
Debit Cards
Credit Cards

Credit Cards

PAYMENTS
Domestric
payments
SWIFT

CRM AND DMS
SEPA
Sales Process
Definition
Contact
Management
Clients
(Ret, SME, Corp.)

ADMINISTRATION,
AUDIT
AND REPORTING
System
Configuration

Standing Orders

CASH
MANAGEMENT
Cash-desk
Safe Deposit
Boxes
Cash in Transit

COMMON
SERVICES

User
Administration

Email Gateway

Contract

Product
Configuration

SMS Gateway

Other Documents

Audit
& Monitoring

Statements

Reporting

Notifications

4 Eyes Principle
Approval

Workflow engine
and Automated
Processes

External Partners

Code List
Configuration

Back Office

Internal and
External AML List

Internet Banking

Transaction
and Party Check

Disponent
Rights & Limits

WEB OFFICE
FRONT END
and Internet
banking

ACCOUNTING

Branch

General Leader

Call Center

Bank
Management
aml

AML Classification
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The successful banking operations story

System Sizing
The key values of ARBES OBS™ are its
scalability and flexibility; the system grows

Professional
Services

along with your business.
→

Up to 6 million bank retail clients (with one

current and one savings account, one credit
agreement and one payment card)
→
→

Our long track record (more than 15 years)

Up to 18 million payment accounts
( )
Up to 50 thousand SMEs * (each with 250

transactions daily)
→

Up to 500 users working simultaneously

of successful implementations is the guiding
principle of our professional services and
support model.

The ARBES OBS™ system is based on reliable
Oracle database technology with an open

Best-practice
delivery

data model allowing full integration with other
legacy systems. ARBES OBS™ takes advantage
of three-layer architecture, supporting SOA
and all modern technologies for other systems
integration, such as

Web

Services,

J2EE,

XML, JSON/REST etc. Communication and
integration interfaces with external systems can
be realized via direct API or the ESB integration

The ARBES support and delivery model
integrates

best

the

design,

products. It helps our clients save costs and
increase benefits.

System security is based on ISO 27 001 security

→

the communication and cryptographic standards.

in

development and quality assurance of all our

layer (ERP systems, MIS, BI, etc.)
standards. ARBES OBS™ uses SSL3 and 3DES as

practice

Faster implementation: Repeated delivery

of our products guarantees that projects
are shorter and more predictable without
unexpected risks
→

Reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO):

Advanced

implementation

methodology,

delivery model and vast experience prevents
unnecessary expenditure
→ Option to deliver the complete system
implementation value chain (live system,
internal team training and system source code

trunk)

* SME - Small and Medium Enterprise

( )
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Reference list
→

BFI - Banco de Fomento Internacional

Cape Verde

→

SB JSC Bank Home Credit

Kazakhstan

→

Banka CREDITAS, a.s.

Czech Republic

→

Wüstenrot hypoteční banka, a.s.

Czech Republic

→

ACEMA Credit Czech, a.s.

Czech Republic

→

Artesa, spořitelní družstvo

Czech Republic

→

Peněžní dům, spořitelní družstvo

Czech Republic

→

Air Bank, a.s.

Czech Republic

WHO TAKES CARE OF YOUR SYSTEM

Praha

Brno

Bratislava

ARBES Technologies, a.s.
Palác Anděl, Plzeňská 345/5
150 00 Prague 5, Smíchov
Czech Republic
Tel.: + 420 241 010 111
E-mail: arbes@arbes.com

ARBES Technologies, a.s.
Údolní 18, 602 00
Brno
Czech Republic
Tel.: + 420 542 221 071
E-mail: brno@arbes.com

ARBES, s.r.o.
Bajkalská 5, 831 04
Bratislava
Slovak Republic
Tel.: + 421 244 632 618
E-mail: bratislava@arbes.com

Let´s connect!
This marketing material is for information purposes only. It is geared to support the sale
of ARBES Technologies a.s. products and services. It is not, however, a binding business
offer for the conclusion of a contract nor is it a contractual document.

